Bellflower has several mapping tools available for residents to gain insight into the City’s current population and draw new district maps. While residents are encouraged to start drawing maps now, all maps drawn before releasing the prisoner-adjusted Census data are considered “play data.” The mapping tools will be updated with the official Census data when it becomes available in the fall. Residents are encouraged to submit draft maps for City Council consideration.

Show us how communities should be grouped into a district by utilizing one of the following mapping tools:

- **Paper maps** with population counts that can be printed
- A simple online map drawing tool called **DistrictR**
- Caliper’s **Maptitude** Online Redistricting mapping tool
- An **interactive review map** that is similar to Google maps
- An interactive “storytelling” platform called **Story Map**

All maps are welcomed!

Head over to **drawbellflower.org** to learn more.